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INTRODUCTION
The term distance education is commonly used to describe courses in which all the interaction between the teacher and student takes place electronically. Electronic communication may take the form of audio, video, email, chat, teleconferencing, and, increasingly, the Internet. Distance education courses range from short term training workshops to undergraduate and graduate programs for college credit. Distance education courses for academic credit have been expanding dramatically at colleges and universities. Proponents of distance education point out that the practice may allow learning to reach thousands or even millions more people on an "anytime anywhere" basis. Observers point to numerous cas e stu di es i n di catin g com parable student performance in distance education courses. Proponents maintain that distance education is able to foster independent study-that it is preferable to move the faculty member, as they often say, from a "sage on the stage" to a "guide on the side." Still, a good number of educators remain skeptical. Believing that teaching and learning are inherently social processes, these educators consider "same-time same-place" interaction, central of guidelines for good practice in distance education. These guidelines drawn from what we know today amid a constantly changing landscape are not in any way designed to be the "last word" on the subject.
But the important question is, What specific things need to
be done what do we need to put into place to have what we're willing to call a "high level of interchange"? And what are we willing to do about a course if we do not have the appropriate level of interchange? Frankly, we are concerned about good practice guidelines being applauded at their inception and then ignore whenever it becomes inconvenient to stick on. If these guidelines have validity, administrators and faculty members must be willing to say "no" to the practices that violate a good practice. I hope that the following guidelines will assist Faculties do not always make perfect decisions, but their choices are much likelier to be based primarily on educational concerns aimed at student learning rather than market incentives that elevate convenience, attractiveness and digestibility above all else.
? Decisions about particular courses should be made at the departmental or interdepartmental level, including the decision to award credit for distance courses generated by transfer from another institution or provider.
? Faculty appointed and evaluated through traditional processes involving the faculty and the department should teach distance education courses for credit.
? Teaching and research faculty, not just "curriculum specialists," must be involved in developing the curriculum.
Faculty Must Be Prepared To Meet The Special

Requirements Of Teaching At A Distance Basis
Faculty teaching distance education courses must become proficient in the communications technology employed in their distance education courses. They must be prepared either on their own or working in teams with other specialists to design courses that take full advantage of the potential of the medium in which they are operating.
Faculty teaching Web based courses must possess strategies and skills to communicate with their students electronically in the absence of visual and oral cues. As a result, faculty teaching distance education should be prepared to spend a good deal more time preparing for distance courses than traditional ones. Almost uniformly, practitioners responding to the survey emphasized that the preparation time for distance learning courses is much greater than for a classroom-based course.
Similarly, once the course is under way, faculty must be faculty members in teaching or preparing to teach distance education courses, as well as higher education. It is believed that the guidelines will be useful to college administrators and public officials who want to put quality at the center of their technology programs, as well as other organizations around the country who are attempting to shape new media of instruction in constructive ways.
Most practitioners believe they are successful in their distance education classes when they are provided with proper time, tools and training, and they have matured into highly motivated students with appropriate equipment and training. At the same time, the responses pointed to circumstances under which distance education seemed problematic. My standards embody both these themes.
My primary focus encompassing the special expertise of our higher education membership-is on distance education in college, credit-bearing degree programs: two year, four-year, and graduate.
Finally, these standards apply equally to public, private, non-profit, and for-profit educational providers. In my view, for-profit providers warrant a higher level of scrutiny because the commercial market place creates special incentives to cater to the consumer's desire for ease and convenience rather than academic rigor. For-profit enterprises that meet the guidelines of good practice, however, deserve their place at the table.
In order to improve distance education some basics and standards are discussed below: 
S t u d e n t s M u s t Fu l l y U n d e r s t a n d C o u r s e Requirements And Be Prepared To Succeed Standards
In the light of these findings, every institution, as a matter of prepared to be available to students on an extended basis electronically. Again and again, practitioners report that it takes considerably more time to communicate with students electronically. In addition, faculty members must keep up with the odd hours as many distance education students have to devote to their coursework at such times.
Required Support
To handle these responsibilities effectively:
? ? Class size should encourage a high degree of interactivity. Smaller class size should be considered, for teaching through distance education particularly at the inception of a new course.
Courses Should Cover All Material Basics
It is difficult to cover as much material, including 
Standards
? The amount of material covered in a distance education course, and the depth with which it is covered, should equal to that of a classroom-based course.
Experimentation With A Broad Variety Of Subjects Should be Encouraged Basics
Some faculty members have more difficulty in teaching certain subjects in distance education course. ? Wherever it is feasible, opportunities for same-time same-place interchange between the teacher and student, or among students, should be built into credit courses taught at a distance. Many distance education students are not too far from the college campus to visit from time to time, and it is not uncommon for their instructors to arrange group meetings once or twice in a term. Teachers also arrange meetings of some students in remote sites such as another campus, library or community center.
Evening and weekend time can be employed for this.
Homebound, or truly isolated students and for the students those who don't have the facility to seek the faculty guidance within the boundaries of their area, can be an exception from following this time schedule.
Class Size Should Be Set Through Normal Faculty Channels Basics
The practitioners opinion about the need of extensive preparation time in distance education courses has been discussed. It implies that most distance education courses 
Equivalent Research Opportunities Must Be Provided Basics
All the degree programs must provide numerous and varied opportunities for students to conduct independent research. Students need to have access to a broad spectrum of research materials in all formats and to learn how to evaluate such material critically. This requires a partnership between faculty and librarians, working together, to develop "information literacy competencies" in students, that allow individuals to recognize when information is needed and to locate and use effectively the needed information. As it has been reported often, the ability to critically evaluate material is especially important in the light of the authoritative mass, but sometimes bogus material are seen on the Internet. In general, the distance education practitioners responding to the survey felt that their students had adequate access to informational materials. Many of them worked hard to prepare packages of materials for all students, and some offered students extensive information about online materials.
Standards
? Opportunities for distance education students to conduct independent course-related research must be substantially the same, as the opportunities provided to other students. 
